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managerial power* To them it was a new deal but with the
same old cards, which as played in the labor mart, for ex-
ample, tended to supplant the rules of auction with those of
contract. Beyond any question, governmental intervention
strengthened labor's hand in an age not only of rising de-
mand for workingmen's security and fuller sharing in the
profits of industry, but also one reflecting an even deeper
discontent stemming from the dull impersonal grind, the
deadly mechanical repetitions that robbed the worker of
interests and creative satisfactions gone with the handicrafts
and small factories of an earlier day. This pervasive un-
rest lay in the background of the unions* demands for greater
collective prestige in politics as well as in the purely economic
sphere.
Conservatives were prone chiefly to note the new arrogance
of labor "czars," whose business was aggrandizement, or the
lawbreaking tactics of labor racketeers. Moreover, the quasi-
judicial National Labor Relations Board appeared from time
to time to overstep its professed impartiality in assuring
unions an opportunity to redress old grievances by swinging
to the other extreme. Even in the shadow of the war emer-
gency, leaders like John L. Lewis created the general impres-
sion that labor's exclusive goal was a larger share in the
national income, not a due share in a larger national income.
Many persons friendly to the labor movement in the early
phases of the New Deal turned sour at the time of the sit-
down strikes of 1937 and thenceforth tended to criticize the
federal pampering of unions, just as they had disapproved
the contrary tendency under Coolidge and Hoover,
Public opinion displayed less sympathy toward another
stock charge of conservatives, namely, that the Washington
government was meddling too much with personal freedom.
A Fortune poll in the early autumn of 1940 found nearly
two persons out of three sure that no undue interference
existed, only one in four believing that it did and one in ten
expressing no opinion; even among the prosperous, denials

